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S W E D E N

THE PAPER FOREST



When we think about deforestation our mind goes directly to the Amazon forest in South 
America. But there is another piece of untouched nature that is disappearing:  

the Swedish forest.

Under the new slogan “bioeconomy”, many industry sectors want to use more trees 
as raw material: fuel for cars, single-use packaging, drinking cartons, paper, 
house construction just to mention a few. Forests are called Green Gold.
Logging companies are buying the rights to clearcut forest land and nobody 
seems to be able to stop this process since the Swedish law protects just nature 
reserves or equivalent. Sometimes trees plantations replace the ancient forest 
but these monocoltures are not able to sustain the life of many species that are 
currently disappearing.

Only 4,7% of the Swedish land is protected by law. Research shows that at least 
20% of the natural forest landscape needs to be preserved if a diversity of 
species are to survive. Many ngos, such as Greenpeace, are currently campaigning 
to convince the Swedish government to reach the goal of 20%. 

Many people want to keep the forest alive for different reasons and stand against 
deforestation. They are portrayed in clear-cut areas or in old and untouched 
forest of Sweden and answered the question “Why do you care this forest?”



Lina Burnelius works at Greenpeace Nordic as Forest campaigner. 
“If you ask me to draw a tree, I draw the roots too. I care the forest ‘cause when I’m there I feel we should change from ego to eco”



A clear-cutted area of the Swedish forest in the County of Jämtland. Some trunks are left standing because they should be helpful in the 
process of maintaining the biodiversity of the forest. The company SCA, currently logging in this region, manages 2,6 millions hectares of 

forestland. 2 millions of them are used for timber production. 



Lars Cato works as a chef in a Restaurant in Bräcke, a small village in the County of Jämtland.  
“I travelled all over Sweden and this is the place where I want to live. I care the forest because is untouched and unexploited.”



A truck loaded of trunks in the County of Jämtland. 



Birgitta Persson is a retired gym teacher. She owns a part of the forest where she has a small cottage built by the husband’s grandfather at 
the beginning of the 20th Century. “I care the forest because everything we need is in the forest. 
Now I can hear the sound of the devil, the machines clear-cutting an area of the forest nearby.”



Timber stocked in the County of Jämtland. 



When hunting season begins Andreas Axelsson rents a small home in the forest in the North of Sweden for hunting with his dog Loke.  
“In the forest I can provide meat for my family for the whole year”.



a train passing in the Swedish forest in the County of Jämtland. 



Olli Manninen is a biologist inventoring the life and biodiversity of the forest planned to be clear-cutted by the Sweding company SCA that 
manages 2,6 million hectares forestland. “I care the forest because is my friend”.



Timber stocked in the County of Jämtland. 



Fredrik Ulander works as tyre dealer in Bräcke, a small village in the County of Jämtland, He owns part of the forest. 
“I wouldn’t work without the forest, 70% of my clients come here because of the forest.”



A clear-cutted area of the Swedish forest in the County of Jämtland. 



Axel Naver works in communication and media at Greenpece Nordic. 
“We point other countries for destroying the planet but we do the same. I care the forest because it puts my life in perspective”.



Timber stocked in the County of Jämtland. 



Barbro Norberg is a biologist and politician living in the County of Jämtland, in the Swedish forest.  
“It’s sensational when I’m in the forest, horrible when I’m in a tree plantation. I care the forest because is the room of life”.



Timber stocked in the County of Jämtland. 
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